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An Introduction to Cannabis Genetics, Part
III
By Dr. CJ Schwartz

Dr. CJ Schwartz discusses polyploidy, epigenetics, sex determination and

GMOs as they relate to Cannabis.

Polyploidy in Cannabis

Upcoming Events & Webinars

  October 29, 2016 – 9:00 am – October 30, 2016 – 5:00 pm

CannaGrow Expo (https://cannagrowexpo.com)

A two-day educational expo dedicated to the art &

science of growing cannabis. The CannaGrow Expo is

open to all, 18+, and is intended for cannabis growers,

grow managers, dispensary owners, and grow

enthusiasts to explore the latest cannabis cultivation

technology, tools, and techniques. CannaGrow Denver

will feature a selection of 25 cultivation-focused

educational sessions lead by world-class growers over

two action-packed days, endless networking with

cultivators from around the country, and an expo hall full

of the latest tools & technology for growing cannabis.

  January 31, 2017 – 9:00 am – February 1, 2017 – 5:00 pm

NCIA Seed-to-Sale Show
(http://www.seedtosaleshow.com/denver-2017/)

Denver. CO- The nation’s leading cultivators, dispensary

operators, extraction artists and infused product

manufacturers will convene to discuss best practices,

present case studies, and share information about

emerging technology surrounding the whole life cycle of

the cannabis plant grown, processed, and sold in a

regulated market.

  April 30, 2017 – 9:00 am – May 3, 2017 – 5:00 pm

AOCS Annual Meeting
(http://annualmeeting.aocs.org/)

The AOCS Annual Meeting is a premier international

science and business forum on fats, oils, surfactants,

lipids, and related materials. Known world-wide for its

extensive technical program, the Annual Meeting

features more than 650 oral and poster presentations

within 13 interest areas. Topics in cannabinoid analytics

include practical applications and method development.

In addition to the three days of technical sessions, the
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Polyploids are generated when

chromosomes fail to separate

(non-disjunction) during pollen

and egg generation. The

chromosomes normally exist

in pairs, thus having only one,

or three, interferes in pairing

in subsequent generations.

(https://www.cannabisind

ustryjournal.com/wp-

content/uploads/2016/10/

Geneticsimilarity.jpg)

These mice are genetically

identical, yet their coat color

phenotype is variable.

Something above or beyond

(epi) the gene (genetic) is

controlling the phenotype.

(https://www.cannabisind

ustryjournal.com/wp-

content/uploads/2016/10/

malevfemalecannabis�ow

er.jpg)

The sex organs on a Cannabis

plant identi�ed.

Polyploidy (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polyploid) is de�ned as containing more than two

homologous sets of chromosomes. Most species are diploid (all animals) and chromosomal

duplications are usually lethal, even partial duplications have devastating effects (Down’s syndrome).

Plants are unique as in being able to somewhat “tolerate” chromosomal duplications. We often

observe hybrid vigor in the F1, while the progeny of the F1 (F2) will produce mostly sickly or dead

plants, as the chromosomes are unable to cleanly segregate.

Chromosomal duplications, either one chromosome or the whole

genome, happen frequently in nature, and actually serves as a

mechanism for evolution. However the vast majority (>99.99%) results

in lethality.

Thus there is polyploidy in Cannabis,

(https://www.icmag.com/ic/showthread.php?t=296131) and a few

examples are supported by scienti�c evidence. The initial hybrid may

show superior phenotypes and can be propagated through cloning, but

there may be little potential for successful breeding with these plants.

Epigenetics and Phenotypic Consistency in Clones

One mechanism of turning off genes is by the DNA becoming

physically inaccessible due to a structure resembling a ball. In addition,

making molecules similar to DNA (RNA) that prevents expression of a

gene can turn off certain genes. Both mechanisms are generally termed

epigenetics (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Epigenetics).

Epigenetic regulation is often dependent on concentrations of certain

proteins. Through the repeated process of cloning, it is possible that

some of these proteins may be diluted, due to so many total cell

divisions and epigenetic control of gene expression can be attenuated

and results in phenotypic variability.

Sexual reproduction, and possibly tissue culture propagation, may re-

establish complete epigenetic gene regulation, however the science is

lacking. Epigenetic gene regulation is one of the hottest scienti�c topics

and is being heavily investigated in many species including humans.

Hermaphrodites and Sex Determination

Cannabis is an extremely interesting genus (species?) for researching

sex determination. Plants are usually either monoecious (both male

and female organs on a single plant), or dioecious, separate sexes. Sex

determination has evolved many times in many species. Comparing

the mechanisms of sex determination in different organisms provides valuable opportunities to

contrast and compare, thereby developing techniques to control sex determinations.

Cannabis is considered a male if it contains a Y-chromosome. Females

have two X chromosomes. Even though female Cannabis plants do not

have the “male” chromosome, they are capable of producing viable

pollen (hermaphrodite) that is the source of feminized seeds.

Therefore, the genes required to make pollen are NOT on the Y-

chromosome, but are located throughout the remainder of the

Cannabis genome. However, DNA based tests are available to identify

Male Associated Sequence (MAS) that can be used as a test for the Y-

chromosome in seedlings/plants.

Natural hermaphrodites may have resulted from Polyploidization

(XXXY), or spontaneous hermaphrodites could be a result of epigenetic

effects, which may be sensitive to the environment and speci�c

chemical treatments.

Feminized seeds will still have genes segregating, thus they are not genetically identical. This

shouldn’t lead to a necessary decrease in health, but could. A clone does not have this problem.

Annual Meeting features a Hot Topics Symposia, Industry

Showcases, a variety of networking events, and the

Awards Plenary and Business Meeting. It also provides

ample opportunities for attendees to learn, reconnect

with colleagues, engage with new business contacts, and

meet with Showcase partners. Over 1,600 professionals

from 45 countries attend, representing the industry's

most prestigious corporate, government, and academic

institutions.

  June 12, 2017 – 9:00 am – June 14, 2017 – 5:00 pm

NCIA’s 4th Annual Cannabis Business Summit &
Expo
(http://www.cannabisbusinesssummit.com/oakla
nd-2017/)

Advocacy. Education. Community. Industry leaders,

entrepreneurs, and newcomers will gather to learn best

practices for maintaining a successful business, and gain

knowledge on emerging topics and policy issues.
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The other issue is that “inbreeding depression” is a common biological phenomenon, where if you

are too inbred, it is bad…like humans. Feminized seeds are truly inbred. Each generation will decrease

Heterozygosity, but some seeds (lines) may be unhealthy and thus are not ideal plants for a grower.

GMO– The Future of Cannabis?

Is there GMO (genetically modi�ed organism) Cannabis? Probably, but it is likely in a lab somewhere…

deep underground! Companies will make GMO Cannabis. One huge advantage to doing so is that you

create patentable material…it is unique and it has been created.

The de�nition of a GMO is…well, unde�ned. New techniques exist whereby a single nucleotide can

be changed out of 820 million and no “foreign” DNA remains in the plant. If this nucleotide change

already exists in the Cannabis gene pool, it could happen naturally and may not be considered a

GMO. This debate will continue for years or decades.

Proponents of GMO plants cite the substantial increase in productivity and yield, which is supported

by science. What remains to be determined, and is being studied, are the long-term effects on the

environment, ecosystem and individual species, in both plants and animals. Science-based opponent

arguments follow the logic that each species has evolved within itself a homeostasis and messing

with its genes can cause drastic changes in how this GMO acts in the environment/ecosystem

(Frankenstein effect). Similarly, introducing an altered organism into a balanced ecosystem can lead

to drastic changes in the dynamics of the species occupying those ecological niches. As in most

things in life, it is not black and white; what is required is a solid understanding of the risks of each

GMO, and for science to prove or disprove the bene�ts and risks of GMO crops.
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the Salk Institute for Biological Sciences in San Diego, CA, where he focused of natural genetic

variation of �owering time in plants. As a genetic scientist at UW-Madison, he studied

�owering time variation in dedicated bioenergy crops. Dr. Schwartz has over �fteen years of

plant genetic variation and gene discovery experience. In 2014, he founded Marigene &

Hempgene to provide the cannabis industry with the same high quality genetic research

experienced by other high value crops for strain improvement.
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